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54 trucks
checked...

Would we find a
higher level of
professionalism in
Bloemfontein than
we had found in
other provinces?
We were hoping
we would but
alas, we didn’t.
The FleetWatch
Brake & Tyre Watch
exercise resulted
in 26 out of the
56 trucks checked
being served with
Discontinuation of
Service notices.
It was the usual
‘drek’ that is just so
unacceptable writes
Patrick O’Leary.
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The Brake & Tyre Watch team left

Bloemfontein knowing that these traffic
officers, seen here with our partners,
had been empowered to create a safer
road environment for all. A total of 100
traffic officers were trained over the two
days.

26 discontinued
he 26 trucks taken off the road for
a variety of faults – including an
interlink with effective braking
on only two if its seven axles does not tell the whole story for
a number of fines were issued for
faults which did not qualify the
vehicles to be taken off the road.
Take tyre faults, for example. Out of
the 56 trucks inspected, 40 fines were
issued for tyre faults. And how’s this?
Ten out of the 56 drivers did not have
valid driver licenses with others having
outdated PrDPs. And of the 56 trucks, 16
did not have valid licenses. And that’s
just the highly visible irregularities. When
we went under the vehicles, a number
of ‘under-the-skin’ faults were observed
- cracked chassis, faulty braking systems,
wire holding things together. And yet all
these trucks are driving on our roads.
Who do these operators think they
are? What do they think gives them the

“Get this clap-trap out of here,” is

what these cops were mumbling as they
shoved it towards a Discontinuation of
Service notice.
right to operate these death traps on
our roads? They should be kicked out
of this industry once and for all. Why
is Section 50 of the Road Traffic Act
not acted on by MEC’s throughout the
country?
Even the traffic officials, who had
56
been empowered through the
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As long as nothing goes wrong

bumpers are not really essential

Brake You look at the state of this
failure vehicle and you know you’ve
found a “Winner”

Expired
Another one bites the dust
Poor maintenance - loose bolts on

Loose
bolts

spring housing of tipper

That what you call clearance

between lining and brake drum - another
accident bound to happen

Beautiful truck pulling an old trailer...
licence expired for 20 months and no
reflective tape. 

No
tape
Different Brake boosters on the same
axle

Nothing better than braking on rivets
Better a battery cover like this

secured with elastic rope than no cover
at all.
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How’s that for booster mix-up and
bracket mounting?
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54 training given by experts from our
partner companies, were shocked at the
state of the vehicles they inspected. As
Anton van der Zandt, Senior Provincial
Inspector wrote in a thank you letter
after the event: “Twenty six suspended
heavy goods vehicles is a large number
of family killing machines that we
allow on our roads through ignorance.”
It is just astounding that some
operators ply their trade with absolutely
no consideration given to road safety.
It seems the only thing they consider
is how to line their own pockets. They
don’t even consider the safety of their
own drivers, let alone other road users.
Take a look at the photographs on the
following pages and you will begin
to realise what I mean. And these
represent the mere tip of the iceberg of
neglect.
As the Brake & Tyre Watch team goes
from province to province, I get more
and more convinced that Brake & Tyre
Watch has an increasingly important
role to play in the industry. Operating
under a road safety banner, it has as its
main aim the objective of empowering
traffic officials through imparting
knowledge while at the same time
bringing awareness to operators of
the faults we pick up so that they can
improve their own operations. As such,
we are addressing some of the main
pressure points in the industry.
There is no doubt that the image of
the trucking industry in the eyes of
the public is at an all-time low. And
is it any wonder when you see what
we see on these exercises? It needn’t
be that way as there are many superb,
responsible operators out there whose
trucks are real gems. However, the
problem is that they are sharing the
roads with some real miscreants who
don’t give two hoots about either the
image of the industry nor about road
safety. They care only about themselves.
Up to now, Brake & Tyre Watch has
been reluctant to name and shame
such operators. I think the time has
arrived for a change in policy. It’s got
so out of hand that the stage has now
being reached where we can no longer
risk the lives of many by allowing a
few to get away with blatant transport
malpractice. The team is also getting
peeved off as our – and your - families
are sharing the roads with these
miscreants. Watch this space! 
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Don’t judge a book by its cover. This

is what we teach traffic officers during
training. How to spot the tell-tale signs
of maintenance neglect while out on the
road so they can then send a suspect
truck to a test centre for full testing.
This beautiful rig looked perfect on the
outside but was rotten on the inside. No
brakes to talk of at all. On one axle, the
brake linings were rattling loose around
the drum. It was taken off the road.

The two photographs left and the one

above show our training experts getting to
grips with the hidden side of roadworthiness
by taking traffic officers into the pits and
under the trucks to explain the various
functions and condition of safety critical
items like slack adjusters, brake boosters
and load sensing valves. The officers
emerge from the pits enlightened, wiser and
far better equipped to do their jobs.

The training exercise gives officers a

complete check-list which they have to fill
in for each vehicle tested. Here one of our
experts shows a group how to fill in the
faults just found on a truck.
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And they actually drive in this! How on earth can anyone expect productivity from a driver when he is given an office that looks like
this? We wonder if the owner’s office looks the same. Guaranteed it doesn’t. If the inside of the cab looks like this, you can bet the rest of
the truck is equally shabby. Get it out of here.
Thanks to our partners

Training Over 100 traffic officers from the Free State gathered to undergo training given by
experts from our Brake & Tyre Watch partner companies. For the first time, we brought a truck
manufacturer on board and here Nissan Diesel regional sales manager, Raymond Leach (left),
gives a presentation on pre-trip vehicle inspections.

I cannot thank our partners enough so let me use
the words of Anton van der Sandt, Senior Provincial
Inspector from Bloemfontein, who wrote after the
project: “The event was a major success and all
credit goes to every one of the Brake and Tyre Watch
partners in contributing to a safer South Africa, step
by step. It is businesses like yours, empowering
others like us, that make me feel proud to be a
South African.” I echo those words and would once
again like to thank Wabco, Bridgestone, Control
Instruments Automotive, the Road Traffic
Management Corporation and Nissan Diesel SA –
as well as our trailer expert Wolfgang Lehmann - for
making the Bloemfontein project the great success it
was. You are all making a difference to a lot of people
out there and that makes it all just so worthwhile
Patrick O’Leary, Managing Editor.

Yes!

Anton van der Zandt, Senior Provincial Inspector, (bottom
ottom
right) wrote to us after the event saying: “The day was a
major success and the enlightenment on the officers’
s’ faces was
awesome to observe. The feedback was of thankfulness
ess for the new
found knowledge.” These pictures capture the essence of what he is saying.
The officers gained confidence as they gained knowledge and a camaraderie
was built up around good old ‘boerie rolls’ inbetween ensuring
ring only safe trucks
went out on the roads.
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Dismal
tyres
A poor splice is responsible for this

wear pattern. It is advisable to remove
this tyre. By removing it timeously it can
be spared for further retreading, and
irregular wear on it’s dual mate can be
prevented. If it is left in service it will
very quickly pound this flat area through
to the belts. The irregular rotational
action will transfer vibrations through to
other dual tyre affecting it’s wear pattern
and accelerating it’s wear rate.

Two main problems are seen on

this dual assembly. The obvious brick
trapped between the two tyres will
result in the destruction of both. The
constant friction and gauging taking
place as the tyres flex will wear through
the sidewalls. It is so easy to pry this
loose and save both tyres. The less
obvious fault is the difference in tread
depths between the two tyres. The
outer is nearly smooth and beyond it’s
removal time. This will render it useless
for retreading. The circumferential
difference will affect the wear rate and
pattern of both tyres. Always match dual
tyres to the tightest possible tolerance.
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Our Brake & Tyre Watch
exercise in Bloemfontein
highlighted yet again the
fact that many transport
operators show a total
disregard to any form of tyre
maintenance on their trucks.
It’s incomprehensible given
that tyres represent a huge
chuck of operating costs.
Marcus Haw, our tyre expert,
discusses some of the faults
found.

Here is another example of a trucker who
just doesn’t give a damn. The inner tyre is
showing that the axle is running skew. The
outer tyre is picking up the wear, and on
the opposite side the outer tyre is severely
worn, with the inner also picking up the
wear. Surely it is cheaper to sort out the
axle alignment than replacing four tyres and
losing at least two casings. Over and above
the cost losses, there is a safety issue here.
Tyres in this condition cannot perform as
they were designed to, and braking will be
seriously affected. Then again, on a vehicle
in this condition the brakes probably don’t
work anyway. Stupid!

This is an example of the condition
I’d like to see all truck rims and valve
extensions be in. A clean and well
kept rim, a nicely positioned and
easily accessible valve extension and
a steel valve cap. Why can’t more
transporters keep these standards?

An injury like this is terminal to a
Here is a real bright spark trucker! A

retread fitted to steer wheel. The pattern
is for a drive axle application and the steer
axle wheel alignment is out. Should this
operator be legally allowed to own vehicles?
Emphatically NO! Not even a wheel barrow.
Getting the last bit of life out of one’s
tyres is important to all transporters, but
running them until they are this old is
dangerous.

tyre. Note the loose and exposed steel
cords. Some may try to salvage this
tyre, but my advice is to take the loss
for safety’s sake and scrap it. The
belts will strip and land up all over
the highway. Don’t take chances with
something like this. The damage is in
a high heat area, where a lot of stress
is placed during cornering and which
is constantly flexing as the footprint
comes into contact with the road
surface. The chance of a repair lasting
under these circumstances is minimal.
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INDUSTRY OBSERVATIONS

Recession impacts insurers:
THE CURRENT ECONOMIC recession is resulting in buyers of
new trucks opting for brands they know and trust. I am informed
that one of the reasons for this is because buyers cannot afford
to make any errors in their choice of vehicles or in the delivery of
critical after sales support.
Here are a couple of indicators that we feel endorse this
statement:

A large penetration as seen here causes a lot of damage to

the belts and other internal components. If caught very quickly
after the penetration took place, it is possible to salvage the
tyre. However, if it has been running like this for some time,
as I suspect is the case here, it is safer to scrap the tyre. If
salvage is undertaken, such a tyre should be used only on the
trailers of vehicles working in light condition operations.

1. There has been a withdrawal of some of those newer players
supplying “foreign brands” to the South African truck
market.
2. These short term players, who are only in the business as
long it is viable, are known to up the price of spare parts to
compensate for either:
a. Low (or lower) vehicle sales.
b. Inadequate market share leads to their attempting to get
the spares division to subsidise vehicle sales.
c. Incompetent national pricing results in a “charge what
you like outlook”. There is therefore no national spares
pricing index resulting in a layer of “amateurism.”
d. Once the market for a “foreign brand” collapses, there
is a certain amount of opportunism as the spares for the
exiting manufacturer are generally in short supply. Holders
of these components are aware that extortionate prices
can be demanded. The most obvious example is a current
imported Chinese clone vehicle. The spares are sourced
from “unknown” suppliers and the incremental prices of
these products would be humorous if it weren’t for the
fact they are so high they bear little justification in the
market.
The problem for insurers is that we become vulnerable in
times of economic meltdown. Clients/fleet operators are well
informed of industry rumours; in addition they are often the first
to experience difficulty in obtaining spares, particularly those
required for everyday routine maintenance.
The pressure on insurers to write off vehicles which normally
would be easily repairable is, therefore, significantly greater.
In summary, the vehicle manufacturers that deservedly receive
the trust label share the following attributes:

The inner tyre shown here indicates that it has been running
at a lower inflation pressure than it’s dual mate. This is a
common problem which costs truckers a fortune each year.
Simple to remedy, but no-one seems to consider this type of
maintenance. The torque-rod bush being shown is also taking
it’s toll on tyre wear as well as other components. I’m always
shocked at the “don’t care” attitudes in the transport industry.
No part of a vehicle should ever be allowed into get to a state
like this.

There are times in life

when one is lost for words.
This is such a time. It is
unbelievable that there are
people out there who are
prepared to use tyres in this
state. Are they blind, stupid,
irresponsible - or what? In
the case of this operator, I’d
go for all three!

•

•
•
•

It takes time and consistent service delivery to become a
trusted brand. One cannot compensate this by a short term
marketing and advertising campaign. As an aside, the “over
promise, under deliver, no accountability syndrome” is rapidly
becoming the bane of South African trucking.
Over the longer term, spares pricing remains fair and not
erratic.
Communication with customers and the wider road transport
market is consistent in every facet from spares supply, to
events and product launches.
Market share is not “bought” by unsustainable new
vehicle sales programs offering “too good to be true” sales
packages.

If we assume the recession may turn around in the near future,
consider the following:
When you wish to make your next vehicle purchase, please
do the insurers a favour and adopt the mindset of being in a
recession. It will really help keep our long term claims costs
downwards if we all stuck to trusted brands.
From our perspective, it is no consolation to say “we told you
so” in these times. We insurers are still vulnerable to the extra
costs we incur in paying claims due to a weak vehicle supplier
base. These are very real and unnecessary costs! 

By Chris Barry, CEO of
HCV Underwriting Management
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